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ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED.

ICK PEOPLE
invariably have constipation
and indeed much of their
sickness is caused by it. There is
quick relief in

H

Mrs. James A Fairfield has arrived

AFFAIRS IN
I home.
¡The
with
KENNEBUNK is

E A DA C H E
If you are troubled
headache use

CRYSTAL HEADACHE POWDERS

1910

ome of the Little Stories th at th

Maine Farmers’
out.

Almanac for

Samuel Hall made a large shipment
of cattle to Brighton Monday.

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

May We Help You in Seleting Your
Fall and Winter Garment, Hat,
Furs, Gloves, Etc.

a true and tried remedy that sets
Today is an ideal one and the rum
Enterprise Has Heard
for all who are so troubled and they that organ right. A package is
mage sale is reaping a harvest.
medicine for the whole family.
are a safe remedy to use.
Mr. Hall of Saco was in town Tuesday
The Webhannet club will meet next
By mail to any address io & 25c at on business.
25c a box at
Monday afternoon with Mrs.. J. W.Bpw

MORIN’S CORNER STORE TABLETS

MORIN'S

DRUG

Accurate Pictures of the
Fall Fashion
This big garment and Millinery
Department offers hundreds of new
pictures of the Fall Styles in th
things whose needs are making
themselves most felt at this time: ex
quisite Garments: rate, exclusive
effects in Hats and rich, aristocratic
Furs,
Throughout this vicinity we are
earning a rapidly increasing prestage
as retailers of distinctive out-of-the
ordinary thoughts in wearthings
and millinery. A fact that is de
monstrated every season by our su
perb style shows.

STORES

Work is being pushed ahead rapidly doin at 3 p. m.
Cut Price Druggist
on the new Whitcomb studio.
Friday night the Y. B. G. club will
Seud mail orders to 281 Main St. and save money
2@1 & 25 Main St., Biddeford
have a Hallowe’en party with Miss
Rev. Charles Lemoine preached at the Ethel Bowdoin.
Unitarian church last Sunday.
Fred W, Nason has purchased the
The Sunday evening services now Clark block, which he has occupied for
begin at 7 p.m., instead of 7.30.
a number of years.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Fairfield have re A. Roy Clark was in Sanford and
turned from their Portland visit.
Springvale Tuesday in the interests of
Unless we can help
We understand as we go to press that the Clark real estate Co.
your Vision.
about $100 was realized from the rum
The A. S. L. R. R. did quite a business
Let us examine your
mage sale.
on account of the rummage sale, as
Eyes, and we will
Col. C. R. Littlefield entertained his many out-of-town buyers patronized the
son, Capt. C. W. Littlefield of Boston, same.

We Don’t Want Your Money

tell you just as we
find them this is
Free and if you need '
Glasses our prices will be reasonable.
ARTIFICIAL EYES FITTED
We Repair your Broken
Glasses while you wait
W GUILBAULT

OPTICIAN
Up Stairs

Masonic Building, Biddeford, Maine

Obituary

Kennebunk Hilliners

LeRoy P., son of Edwin W. Kelley of
the Landing, died last Monday morning
from the results of an injury received
while playing football with the Kenne
bunk High school eleven. He grad
uated last spring and was a promising
youth.
His age was 19 years and 24 days.
The funeral services are held this Wed
nesday afternoon at 2 p. m., from his
late home, Rev. F. C. Norcross con
ducting the exercises.

Mrs. Harden-Davis, one of the most
popular milliners* of Kennebunk, has
opened patlors in Mrs. Sadie N. Twombley’s dressmaking rooms. She will be
here every Friday and Saturday this
fall and winter.

Mrs. Frank Davis, a milliner' from
Kennebunk, has opened a millinery
store in the store formerly occupied by
the Waltz sisters.—North Berwick cor
respondent.

West Kennebunk
To Our Advertisers
The Enterprise will issue the regu
lar Xmas edition December 15th. It is
planned to make this edition a large
one. The colored sheet, which we will
use, is one of the most attractive we
have ever gotten out. The circulation
will be doubled and we ask you not to
wait until the last minute, but engage
your space NOW. Our December 8tb
edition will also be a special edition for
the benefit of early shoppers. Bear
this in mind and offer some inducements
to thiaclass of buyers and they are in
creasing each year. Remember and do
it NOW.

Up to the present time we think J.
William dunkins is the man with the
big hog this year, he having sold one
to Chas. Tarbox last week weighing
6081-2 lbs. The hams weighed 46 lbs.
apiece.
Roscoe Clark has commenced build
ing his new house.

The turnip crop fell short quite a lit
tle this year, owing to so much dry
weather.
Mrs. Napoleon Bill of Canada is with
her mother, Mrs. Beaudoin.

The Firemen s hall is being painted
by Walter Littlefield of Kennebunk.

A Challenge

J. M. Blaisdell of Allston, Mass., for
merly of this town, is visiting relatives.

E. A. Schwartz, who has been in
The Locke Grammar school team of Massachusetts several months, returned
Saco would like to arrange a game with last Monday.
a team from Kennebunk. Will make
Amos Rrdlon has returned to his for
arrangements with any 115-pouud team.
Communicate with L Davis, manager, mer position in the twine mill.
24 High street, Saco.

Special Contract
The Ogunquit Oracle
If some one come along
An’ tried to do me wrong,
Why I should sorter take a whim
To thank the Lord I wasn’t him.
I never seen a night
So dark there wasn’t light
Somewheres about, if I took care
To strike a match and find out where.
—John Kendrick Bangs.

District No. 9, W. R. C.
The School of Instruction of District
No. 9, W. R. C., was held in Kenne
bunk, Thursday, Oct. 21st. There were
92 members present; the meeting was
in charge of Inspector Mrs. E. M. Goss.
Officers present from the Department
of Maine were as follows:
Department Councellor—Ella Jordan
Mason..
Dept. Treas.—Amelia H. Soule.
Past Dept. Sec.—Mary Frye Ross.
Members of (Executive Board—Mrs.
Cora Prince, Mrs. Hannah Small.
Mrs. Bessie Shepard delivered the ad
dress of welcome, to which Insp. Mrs.
E. M. Goss responded.
There were present members of the
W. R. C. from Sanford, Springvale, Ber
wick, Wells, Biddeford, Saco and visit
ing members from Portland.

The editor of the Kennebunk Enter
prise has contracted with the Eastern
Art and Portrait Co., for a numbei of
16x20 inch high grade crayon bust por
traits at a wholesale price. And one of
these portraits valued at $1.98 shall be
offered as a premium with every yearly
subscription.
Subscription to Kennebunk Enterprise
$1.00
Crayon (16x20) Portrait
1.98

Rev. M. P. Dickey, Mr. and Mrs. H.
S. Brigham and Mr. and Mrs. Win. F.
Waterhouse attended the installation
of Rev. Cf B. Emerson, as pastor of the
First Parish church, Saco, last week.
Mr. Brigham of this village was a class
mate of Mr. Emerson.

This Week Only

All for 25 cts
FOR SALE AT

Tbe-ladies of the M. E. church held
their missionary meeting with Mrs,
Gaddis Tuesday afternoon.

, This week only J. W. Bowdoin will
sell 25 cent pipes, 5 cent package pipe
Mrs. Finlayson and children of Rye cleaner, 5 cent package tobacco, all for
Beach, were guests of Mr. R. W. Lord 25 cents.
over Sunday, i
@n Monday of this week a young doe
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Cloudman attend came into the yard of Mr. C. H. Webber
ed the meeting of Rebekah Assembly in and paid quite a visit. He was very
Portland last week.
tame and did not appear to take notice
The annual rummage aud harvest sale of anything.

On Monday evening, November 1st, a
Hallowe’en party will be given at Odd
Fellows hall by members of Olive Re
bekah Lodge. The committee are mak
Total
$2.98 ing arrangements for a successful gath
The Enterprise offers the price of ering. This party is for the members of
$1.00 for both.
Olive Rebekah Lodge, their families
This offer is good for 30 days only, and invited .guests.
commencing Nov. 3, 1909.
The stereoptical lecture, entitled
“Salvation Army in Operations,” which
was to have ¡been given in Uniform
Rank Hall this Wednesday evening,will
be given tomorrow, Thursday evening,
instead. The lecture will be by Major
T. Cowan and the admission will be
but 10 cents. The cause is a most
worthy ¡one and a full house should
greet the lecturer on this occasion

25 Cent Pipe *
5 c.package pipe cleaner
5 c*
“
tobacco

BOWDOIN’S

DRUG STORE

Kennebunk, - - Maine.

The women who wants the things
that are different comes to this store
because she not only finds them i n
all the be£uty but has one of the
largest and most complete stock in
the State to from. •
If you wish your new Hat. Suit or
Fur to be correct in every detail of
making, material and detail, see to
it that they bear our label.

over Sunday.

is taking place today, Wednesday, in
The announcement that Bates col"
the lower town hall.
lege has received a gift of $30,000 to
Miss Agnes Titcomb has returned ward the science building fund is of
from her dsit with Mrs. Clarence Web interest to friends of that institution.
There remains about 20,000 to be se
ber of Winchester, Mass.
cured before the college can take ad
Wawa Tribe, I. O. R. M.r worked the vantage of Carnegie’s offer to give $50,Warrior’s degree last Monday evening. 000 if the college would raise $50,000
At the conclusion of the work a supper for a science hall.
was served.
While Sheriff Charles O. Emery of
Saturday evening of this week will be York county was sitting at his desk in
observed as Hallowe’en and a number the jail at Alfred last Friday night a
of social functions will be held among bullet passed through the glass in the
the young people.
window just above him. It is not
The schools close this Wednesday af known whether the shot was malici
ternoon in order that the teachers may ously fired, but it is suspected that such
attend the Maine Teachers’ association was the case in view of the fact the
jy^ariffJhjis of late been very active in
in Lewiston, Oct. 28-30,
,
prosecuting violators of laws. An in
Tomorrow, Thursday evening, the
vestigation is under way.
Ladies’ Aid society connected with the
Baptist church, will hold the first social
A hearing was held before Judge
for the season. Supper will be served Cleaves of Biddeford Tuesday morning
at 7 o’clock..
in the case of Burke Whitney, a resi
dent of the Kennebunk road, who ap
The Pythian Sisters held a rehearsal
peared as complainant against Albert
Tuesday afternoon and in the evening
Lemieux, who lives at the corner of the
exemplified the work. Mrs. Hutchin
Kennebunk road and Forest street. The
son of Portland was in town and drilled
warrant alleged that the respondent
the members.
was the owner of two vicious dogs and
that
it was not safe for one to walk by
Wrong glasses will produce headache,
the
premises
of Mr. Lemieux. Judge
blurring of vision, also cause many
Cleaves,
after
hearing the testimony,
functional nervous diseases. You should
ordered
the
two
dogs killed as soon as
consult our specialist on eyesight at
po
sible
as
he
did
not consider them fit
New Era Optical Co., Biddeford.
to be at large.
The Sanford-Springvale end of the
Atlantic Shore line was at a disadvan
tage last Wednesday, in the illness of
Cape Porpoise
four of its employes, Messrs. Leavitt,
Moseley, Sweeney and Carson, all of
whom were suffering from severe colds
Mr. Almon Davis and family of Anand unable to work.
nisquam, Mass., are visiting relatives in
this place.
Mrs. Maria Loveitt and daughter, also
Mr. Thomas Holbrook of Cundy’s
Miss Eunice Griffin of Cliff Island Me.,
visited their cousin, Mrs. Martha F. Harbor will move his family, into the
Pinkham, Saturday, she accompanying house recently built by Charles Hutch
them to her home, the Wilds district, ins.
where they spent Sunday with Mr.
Capt. Scott and wife of the Saco Sal
Washington Griffin.
vation Army, accompanied by a con

Last Thursday evening the Ladies’
Society held their annual business meet
ing in the Congregational vestry and
elected the following officers for the
coming year: -Mrs. J. R. Pollard, presi
dent; Miss Carrie B. Burke, vice resi
dent; Mrs. C. W. Roberts, secretary
and treasurer; chairman of entertain
ment committee, Mrs. Orrin Whitaker.
The retiring president, Mrs. C. A. Em
mons, was given a vote of thanks for
her faithful services during the past
year.

verted Chinaman, conducted the service
at the church Sunday evening.
Mr. Charles Hutchins has purchased
two house lots of Capt. Frank A. Nunan adjoining the land of Mr. J. Frank
Seavey.
The first lecture in the course given
by the pastor, Rev. William Wood, “In
dia in Transition, or Marvels in the Ori
ent,” was given Monday evening to a
good-sized audience and was very much
enjoyed. The illustrated song, “Nearer,
My God to Thee,” by Miss Arlettie Tib
betts was also a pleasing feature of the
evening’s programme.
Mr. and Mrs. D. D. Lord, who have
been spending the summer at their cot
tage here, returned to their borne in
Somerville, Mass., on Tuesday of this
week.
The Allens of Cambridge, Mass., were
at their summer home here over Sun
day.
Miss Charlotte Richardson of Malden,
Mass., is at her home here for a few
weeks.
A lobster supper was given by the La
dies’ Aid society Tuesday evening in
Pinkham’s hall, the proceeds to go to
ward the church clock fund. A boun
tiful supper was seryed and about twen
ty-five dollars were cleared.
Capt. Richard J. Nunan and his son,
Capt. Frank A. Nunan, have purchased
the property of Capt. Thomas Bell, con
sisting of a store and stable, and the
contents of the store will be sold at
once at reduced prices.

To Be Successful You
Must Advertise

Ladies’ Home Journal Patterns.
better; few as good.

Non

Watch the daily papers f<5r our great M er
h ants’ week sale.

We Give Merchants Legal stamps
Suits

Women’s i-Piece Dresses

For Women, Misses and Children. Made in soft wool fabrics. Colors,
Reseda, Green, Raisin, Blue, Garnet,
Very choice selection of many styles,
Prices'
$12 50 and 15.00
Prices pex.su it
$10.00 12.50 15.00 16.50 18.50 20.00
22.50 25.00 to $50.00

Coats

Rain and Auto Coats
Prices each

$7.50 10.00 12.50 15.00

Dress Skirts

Will be in popular, demand. Our se In large assortment of styles end
lection is very large. Made in all
fabrics. Prices each
good shades. Price each
$3.50, 3.98, 5.00 to $15.00
$5.00 7.50 8.50 10.00 12.50 15.00
to $25.00

Waists

Very fine showing of Waists in Silk,
Lace, Linens, also Wool, in tailored
eff ects. Prices
48 to 52 inches long. Made in shades
98c, $1.25, 1.50, 2.00 to 7.50
of Blue, Gray, Tans, Raisin and
Garnet. Prices
Millinery

Capes

$10.00 15.00 to $25.00

Isn’t it worth while to select a hat
that’s differe.nt from others? Can’t
Fur Coats
write it out, but it different, that’
In a ichoice selection of furs. Coats
all A hundred hats trimmed for our
made 36 to 48 inches long. Prices
Opening.
Come and see them.
$25.00 35.00 to $75.00
Prices
$4.98 to 35.00

Fur Muffs and Neckwear

Glove Department

Very large assortment, selected early A very complete line of the newest
and of the first run of skins, Worth
shades. Every pair bears the mark
25 per cent more than goods made
of quality. The pair
later in the season. Muffs, prices
$1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 2.00
$2.50, 3.98, 5.00 to $25.00

We shall be pleased to express to
you any garment or other article.sub
$1.50, 2 50, 2.98 to $27.50 ject to your approval.

Neck Pieces, prices eaoh

W.E.YOÜLAND CO.,

234-236 Main St.,
BIDDEFORD

Maine is to have a new railroad. To
be sure it isn’t very long nor will the
public travel oyer it very extensively,
but every little helps. The road will
Rather cool for automobile riding.
be a mile and a half, in length and will
connect the Poland Spring'-station on
The next legal holiday (is Thanksgiv
the Rangeley Division of the Maine
ing.
Central, with the base of Ricker Hill.
Hallowe’en novelties are now in or Freight will be transported over it to
the terminus and from thence to the
der.
top Of the hill, by inclined plane.
Butter and eggs are still soaring in
price.

Items of Interest

Burglars are “getting busy” in many
places.

The Farmers Club

The leaves are falling pretty fast The Kennebunkport Farmers club
will hold a special meeting Monday
these days.
evening, November 1st, at the home of
The Bauneg Beg Grange held their Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Wells at Kenne
annual fair last week and it was a very bunkport. All members and the com
successful one.
mittee that has charge of the quilt are
requested to be present and bring all
It is claimed that violets and May squares with them An evening spent
flowers in full bloom were found by with Mr. and Mrs. Wells is always en
Sanford people last week.
joyed by all. Ice cream and cake will
The fine new hall of Beaver Dam be served by the ladies.

Grange, about three miles from North
A report of the treasurer, showing
Berwick, was burned last Friday. That the receipts and expenses of the fair
the fire was of incendiary orgin there and the question of purchasing more
can be but little doubt.
land for the club will be brought before
the meeting. Every member come who
First it’s the end seat hog, then it’s can.
the inveterate joker with his “Heard
the latest?” then it’s the owner of the
barking deg, then the driver of the un
muffled motor boat, tnen the chronic
grumbler, then the man who expector
ates everywhere—and so it goes; seems
as if we’re bound to be a nuisance to
omebody.—Portsmouth Times,
253 Main St., Biddeford, Me

DINAN
Jeweler and. Opician

KENNEBUNK

ENTÊRPRIS 89. degrees 50-

latitude would
the pole 4’ min
would , be sure
Foie and his error in
tude was 4’ mimics.
Capt,

DEVOTED TO THE GENERAL INTERESTS
OI YORK COUNTY
ISSUED EVERY WEDNESDAY BY

, ANNIE JOYCE CREDJFORD
Editor and Publisher
Printed at The Enterprise Press Office
Kennebunk, Maine

Subscription, One Year, in Advance
Thr$e Months,
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PUNNING OF TOWNS

ore válve "frott nd
mi I e^radius', be
ie was at North
altitude and lati
Some of the Needs That Must Be
Acuris Truly, <
Tups. W.'Bell.
Considered.

STYLE OF STREET IMPORTANT

$1.00
.25

T. L EVANS & CO
Départant’ Store

Advertising Rates made known on application.
Correspondence? is desired from any interested
parties, relative to town and county matters.
A first-class printing plant in connection. AU
work done promptly and in up-to- date style.

No Curved Thoroughfares In Business
Centers and No Straight Ones In
Residential Sections—How Germans
Plan Cities.

SIEGEL’S STORE
C31 Market Street
Telephone 397

Free Alterations.

Greatest Sale of Ladies’ and Misses’

Ready=to=Wear Apparel
Now Going on at Siegel’s Store.
Our buyer in New ,York has closed out several stocks for
spot cash from some of the leading New York manufacturers
at a discount of 25c on the dollar, and has divided them
among our .seven stores. We. received a .good part of that
stock. The stock here consists of Ladies’ Misses’ and Chil
dren’s Suits, Dresses, Coats, Skirts, Waists, Furs, Fur-Lined
Coats, Silk Rubberized and Rain-Proof Cloth Coats. Also
Capes for street or evening wear. Pony Skin Coats and
Trimmed Hats

FIRE ALARMS
23 Corner Brown and Swan Streets
25 York Street, near residence of O. W. Clark
27 Corner High and Cross Streets.
29 Corner High Street and Cat Mousam Road.
34 Corner Main and Storer Streets.
35 Corner Mechanic and Parsons Street
36 Junction Storer and Fletcher Streets
38 Junction Main and Fletcher Streets.
41 Corner Summer and Park Street;..
43 Boston and Maine Station.
45 Corner Park and Grove Streets.
47 Leather Board
49 Corner Portland Street and Ross Road.
1 Continuous Blast, Paper Mil
3 Blasts, Engineers Signal
ALL OUT—Two blasts.
On the pole near the fire alarm box is a smal
oox-with a glass front, containing the key. To
ring in an alarm, break the glass, open the fire
alarm box, pull down the lever, and releasing
it, let it fly back.
The alarm consists of four rounds of the box
number.

In an address at Washington Fred
erick Law Olmsted, Jr., a son of Amer
ica’s greatest landscape architect, said
that our city and town planning ordinarily aims at making new streets
connect with older ones so as to form
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 27, I9Ó9.
continuous lines of travel and to make
School Signals
them wide enough to avoid congestion
of traffic.* He said this led to a meCape Porpoise, Me., Oct. 18, 1909,
| chanically . standardized arrangement
T wo blasts at 8 a. m. will mean no school in
of streets aud blocks with uniform,
To the Editor of Enterprise.
the lower grades—meaning the Intermediate
straight streets covering the whole or
Primary Schools.
FIITTENS
Owing to so many mistakes in my
It Means a Saving of Dollars to You and
The same signal at 11 a. m. will mean either
most of the town. This leads to “the Don’t Miss This Sale
Childrens
’
10c;
15c,
25c
letter to you, I thought best to send
one session, or no school in the afternoon.
concentration of streef traffic upon a
Ladies.
15c, 25c
you a corrected copy.
limited number of streets, causing dan ^We Pay Car Fares for Purchasers of Three blasts at 8. a. m. will mean no school in
Men’s
all the schools—when sounded at 11 a. m. it will
25
I have been asked if a person could
ger of serious congestion and incon
mean either one session in the schools—or no
$
1
0.00
or
Over.
x
“fake” necessary .observation to prove
venience” unless such traffic is provid
school in the afternoonGOLF
GLOVES
ed for.
having been to the North Pole, I answer
One session will mean that school will keep
Children’s
25c
Many will take issue with Mr. Olm
“yes.” In the first pl^ce, if an explorer,
until 1 o’clcok— except in the primary grades
Ladies’ x „
25c and 50c
sted in his general statements, for all
and they left to the judgment of the teachers
in his appetite for cheap notoriety,
i
Portsmouth, IN.
that
he first said goes for naught in
were thoroughly unscrupulous and at
face of “unless provided for.” In resi
TAM O’SHANTERS
the same time had intimate knowledge
CHURCH SERVICES
dence sections we need and should
50c
and
75c
of polar conditions, and the necessary
have streets laid out on anything but
acquaintance with nautical astronomy,
straight lines, but there are more than
Baptist church. Main^Street.
UNDERWEAR
it would fie quite possible for Kim to
the residence parts in every city and
fREV. F. D. CANN, PASTOR
25c
Children’s fleeced
“fake” the whole of his records and
town that have to be “provided for,”
Sunday: 10.30 a. m. Preaching Service.
25c,
5oc
Ladies
’
fleeced
1.30 a. m. Bible School.
and not the least of these is caring for
observations from beginning to end,
6.15 p. m. •Young People’s M<-etiii«
business traffic in an economic manner,
and in such a way as to bailie-scientists.
7.00 p.m. Prayer Meeting.
Recognizing the rights of the purchaser to an examina
a
consideration
that
necessarily
excludes
But the greatest ingenuity and atten
HOSE
M dnday: 7.30 p, m. Young People’s Meeting
the aesthetic. What we must have
tion to details would have- to be exer
tion of the goods and a test o their quality before p^ymen Wednesday:1 7.30 p. m. Praise and'" Prayei
in
business
centers
are
“
new
streets
Children
s
fleeced
Meeting.
cised, as a very slight-flaw might lead
connecting with older ones to afford s required, we have for twenty-five years refused to accept Covenant Meeting hist Friday evening' in
10,c 121-2.C 15c, 25c
to his discovery and undoing. The
continuous lines of travel.” We also
month;
t
Children’s wool
25c
production of his original pencilled
need “uniform straight streets and a payment in advance. Full satisfaction or no payment.
Unitarian Church. Main Street.
Ladies
’
fleeçed
,
12
*
‘
2c,
25c
diary, necessarily begrimed, and kept
mechanically standarized arrangement
Sunday. 10.30 a. m. Preaching Service.
Ladies’ wool'
25c, 59
from day to day with his -observations
of streets and blocks.” Business de Send for catalog.
12.00 m. Sunday School.
7.00p.m. Evening Service.
mands it. We further need “concen
and reduction for latitude and longitude
Portland, Augusta, Bangor Congregational Church—Dane Street.
tration of street traffic upon a limited F, L. Shaw, PreENAMELED WARE
therein, his meteorological observation
number of thoroughfares,” but we
White lined padding pan sale
REV. MYRON P. DICKEY
and general remarks, would go far to
should provide these of sufficient width
loc
Sunday: 10.30 a.m. Preaching Service.
1 qt- 15c size
establish his claim. At the pole of the
and of such substantial surface that
12.00 m. Sunday School.
loc
1 1-2 qit. 2oc size
earth which is mathematically speak
they would fully satisfy all demands
6.00 p. m. Young Peoples’ Endeavo
15c
2
qt.
25c
size
ing a point. Here in this latitude of
upon them.
Meeting.
2oc
3 qt. 3oc size
90’..00’ degrees in this latitude the
7.00 p. m. Evening Service.
No one more fully believes in the
25c
Wednesday 4.00 p. m. Junior Endeavor
4 qt, 35c size
zenith and celestial pole coincides. The
city beautiful movement than the DOMES! IC WRAPPERS
S I DE,and BACK COMBS
7.30 p. m. Prayer Meeting.
writer; no one dislikes straight lines
horizon and celestial equator also coin
i
25c
to
1.98
1
M
ethodist
Episcopal church
SATIN
GLOSS
STOVE
POLISH
and square corners more, but we must
cides and the only direction on thè earth
Portland Street
not have curved streets in business
COMB SETS
loc
50c to $2.50
15c can, Saturday sale
surface is due south east and.west have I
REV. F. C. NORCROSS, pastor
centers. The plans for the improve SHIRTWAISTS
Sunday Services: Preaching at 2 p. m.
vanished. A single mile of the observer
NECK
and
BELT
PINS
25c
and
50c
ment
of
the
business
portion
of
Los
SOAP
Sunday School: 3:15 p. m.
south will, however, remedy the con
Angeles by Charles Mulford Robinson MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
Praise and Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
A 15chox of Armbur’s toilet
fusion; zenith and1 pole will separate
FULL LUNE OF INFANTS’ AND
provided for straight streets only and
Week Night Services
soap,
3
cakes,
sale
price;
a
one minute ana his meridian will again
aimed to have all beautiful by reason FLEECED & WOOL UNDERWEAR
Epworth League Devotional Service Mondaj
b.ox •
loc
CHILDREN'S
GOODS
become determinate and east.and west
of simplicity and fully meeting all
7:30
Church Prayer Meeting, Wednesday, 7:30
will come back again, at North Pole the
the requirements of traffic. The prop
Class Meeting, Friday, 7:30
er planning of the business sections
sun is visible above the horizon for six
Strangers andjhose who have no churci
and the proper planning of the resi
months, namely from March 21st to
home are cor'diaily invited o any or all of th
dence portions of any city or town are
September 22d. Supposing Dr. Cook
services.
,
.
two distinct though not necessarily
Christian Scientist.
had reached the North Pole on March.
separate problems.
I
Room 8, Ross Block, Main Street.
21st he would see the sun gradually rise
Sunday Services at 10.30. a. m.
Now that nearly all of our cities
in the south and move right around his
Subjects and sermons copyrighted by the Rev
and towns in southern California have
Mary Baker Eddy.
horizon, in sight the whole time, and
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SILOS BUILT
OF CONCRETE

). W. Clark
sam Road.
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This interesting information on con
crete block silos is given by a writer
in the Breeder’s Gazette, Chicago:
I have worked out a plan to build
two 300 ton hollow concrete block silos.
In the business of canning fruits arid,
vegetables with which I have been
identified for a number of years a
large quantity of good feeding material
was apparently wasted each season,
this being especially the case with pea
vines that went through the cannery
after the peas were taken from the
pod. It was arranged to build two
silos, each twenty-four feet in diameter and thirty^ feet in heights
After figuring exactly on the form
of making the hollow blocks we or
dered these forms of one of our foun
drymen, and he made them so that the
' blocks could be laid in segments.
When the blocks were laid to the ex
tent of the diameter proposed the
forms were so accurately adjusted
that the blocks came together within
an eighth of an inch, making a clfean
circle, the slight opening at the end be
ing closed up with a little additional
cement.
The foundation was made of the
diameter proposed, of the proper mix
ture of six parts coarse gravel to one
part cement, thoroughly mixed. This
foundation was built up to the level
of the ground. The blocks were made
of coarse sharp sand and cement mix
ed, three parts of sand to one part ce
ment, this mixture being subject to
the character of both cement and sand.
The blocks were made with a hollow
center and laid one after another
around the foundation and up until
the proper height was reached. A
cone shaped roof was added, thus com
pleting the structure. The inside after
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Within reasonable limits those chick Wants,for Sale,to Let,Etc
ens will pay the largest percentage of
profit which are marketed the soonest,
The following classes of advertise
as the most rapid as/well as the cheap
est gain in weight is made during the ments are inserted in the Enerprise
for 25 cents per week, payable in ad
first three or four months.
vance, for five lines or less. Six words
In the recent land drawing which make a line, and payment can be made
took place at Spokane there were more on this basis.
than 3.000 applications for every piece
of land to be disposed of. If one of the
FOR SALE
lucky ones. It is still a gamble wheth
er a fellow’s number is low enough to
give him the choice of a piece of land FARM IN KENNEBUNK WITHIN 20
minutes’ drive of postoffice ; 100 acres of
which is worth proving up on.
field, pasture and woodland; good
. Butter makers of an inquiring turn buildings; about 200,000 feet of lumber.
of mind have found through careful Will sell with or without timber. In
tests that the water content of a dozen quire of Charles Bowdoiu.
tubs of butter taken from the same
churning may vary from one-half to 1 ONE PAIR OF GOOD, WELL MATCHED
per cent. This would seem to suggest work horses.' For further particulars
that the fellow, who makes a practice apply to Wm. E. Currier, Ross Road,
of wording up close to the 16 per cent
3w*
limit should see to it that his water is Kennebunk, Maine.
pretty evenly mixed.
SECOND HAND STORE. A MONEY
A part of the old Lee estate in Vir maker; good reason for selling, or will
ginia has been set aside as a drug gar exchange for farm. Call or order. W.
den by the federal department of agri M. Davis, 296 Main St., Biddeford. 2w
culture—that is, it is being used for the
culture of new and valuable plants TWO SIX FOOT AND ONE TEN FOOT
that may have a commercial value. show case. Inquire of Charles BowWhere success attends the growing of doin or at Barrett’s Jewelry store.
any varieties they will be recommend
ed for other sections where soil and SQUARE PIANO, HARDMAN MAKE,
climatic conditions are right.
will sell for $50. Inquire at this office.

Last season Canadian orchardists
shipped 5,000 barrels of apples to Cape
Town, South Africa, The cost of
transportation, storage, etc., was $3.05
per barrel and the price received $9.75,
leaving the grower in the neighborhood of $2.25 per bushel net. This
instance can be taken as still further
proof that American fruit growers
don’t propose to lie still and lose mou
ey when foreign markets are rn ore
than glad to get their fine fruit.

An Adventure That introduced
Her to the “Poke.”
By JOSEPHINE REARDON.
(Copyright, 1909, by Associated Literary
Press.}

It was Miss Susie Cline’s pouting
day. Firstly, she had received a let
ter from a girl chum giving the news
of a matrimonial engagement. It was
written to make her feel bad.
Secondly, Miss Susie’s Aunt Deborah,
who» was also her guardian, had
charged her with carelessness in losing
a piece of jewelry.
Thirdly, she bad expected a girl
friend, to come and pass the summer
with her, and that girl was going off
on a yachting party to Norway instead.
The list could be strung out to tenth
ly without exhausting it. When things
begin to go wrong with a good looking
girl of eighteen, with a $20,000 es
tate coming to her at one and twenty.
It’s sure to be blue day. Miss Susie
at first thought she, would go to her
room and have a good cry. Then she
decided to sit on the veranda and let
her eyes brim over with tears., The

SECOND-HAND SEWING MACHINE
in good condition with attachmentsWill be sold very cheap, also a melodiau
which is all right in every way. In
quire of Mrs. Carrie Bayes, Main streetLOST

BETWEEN PARSONS’ STATION AND
Kennebunkport, a gold pin set with two
amethystor .enameled flowers, Finder
please return to postmaster at KenneSome investigations which the Iowa ounk, or Kennebunkport and receive
experiment' station has made into a
2w
fungous disease of millet which has reward.
appeared at several places in the state
this year indicate that the disease is
millet smut, which is quite common
in sections of lEurope and which seems
to have been brought into this country
in seed imported from Germany, The
smut in question is much like that
CHANGE OF TIPIE OCT. 11, 1909
which affects oats, and it can be prevented by soaking the seed for two
WINTER SCHEDULE
hours in a solution of one pound of
formalip to. forty-five gallons of water.
Cabs Leave Kennebunk Station for
The owner of a garden tract of three Wells', Oguuquit, York Beach, Kittery,
AND I HAVE BEEN
or'four acres near Omaha has laid tile Portsmouth, Dover, and South Berwick “I AM A TRESPASSER,
SERVED RIGHT.”
through the tract and is subirrigating via Rosemary.—7.55, 10.40, 12.40, a. m.,
third decision was to go out into the
it. In this case there is simply a re and every two hours until 6.40 p. m.
orchard and climb a tree, but she had
versal of the use of the ordinary sys Then 9.40 p. m. for Oguuquit oi ly.
only started when she changed direc
tem of draintiling, the water being
Sundays.—First trip 8.40 a. m.
tions and wandered down the country
pumped through the main lines into
the laterals and drawn thence to the For Wells, Oguuquit, York, Kittery and highway without definite aim or ob
surface by capillary attraction as rap Portsmouth via P. X. & Y.—9.40 a. m. ject in view except to have her pout
out. She hadx a stick in her hand as
idly as needed. In sections where a
Sundays.—7.30 a. m.
she walked, and the thistles and may
“Yes?”
water
supply
is
handy
and
where
pe

HOLLOW CONCRETE BLOCK SILO.
For Town HouSe—6.20 7.55 *8.40 9.15 weeds lost their beads as she came
Law of the Household.
“And he says he may run down and
riods of short rainfall are likely to oc
the blocks were all laid was smooth cur at critical times such a system 10.20 a. in. and every hour until 8.20 within striking distance.
Would we codify the laws that
call.”
ed and painted over with pure ce would seem to have a very definite p. m. Then 9.10 and 10.20 p. m.
There are girls who look horrid when
should reign in households and whose
“Yes?”
ment paint.
daily transgression annoys and morti
they pout and wish they had never
Sundays—First trip 8.20 a. m.
“And—and”—
and practical value.
In building a hollow concrete block
’ *Turris back at Kennebunk Sta- been born, but Susie Cline was not
“And he wants to guard you in fu fies us and degrades our household
silo great care should be exercised in
ture from failing into creeks? Well, life, we mjust learn to adorn every
James J. Hill, president of the tion and makes connections for Qape one of them.
getting the proper mixture of cement, Great Northern, is long headed
Half
a
mile
down
the
road
stood
Mr. Ashley can talk very interestingly day with sacrifices. Good manners
gravel and. sand in order to make a enough to appreciate the yital rela Porpoise and Kennebunkport only.
what was called ¿the old bachelor’s on horticulture, and I shall be glad to are made up of petty sacrifices. Tem
solid, serviceable black. When the tion between intelligent farming and For Sanford.—6.20 7.55 9.40 10.40 a. m. place. The five acres and cottage were listen • to his remarks at any time.” perance, courage,, love, are made up of
silos were completed a sufficient time big crops and increase in railroad and every hour until 8-40 p. m.
the same jewels. Listen to every
the property of Mr.' Wayne Ashley, said Aunt Deborah.
was allowed for the blocks thorough traffic. In order to encourage a bet
prompting of honor.—Emerson.
Sundays.—First trip 8.40 a. m.
twenty-five and unmarried. He lived
ly to dry out, and they were then filled
in the city in the winter and in his
ter
type
of
farming
he
has
put
up
Music
of
the
Telegraph.
to the top with pea vines, a quantity of
country retreat in summer. He was
A Good Witness.
Every one has put his ear to a tele
water being allowed to go into the silo prizes aggregating $2,500, to be award
I called a recluse, and there was a story graph pole'to Ijear the wires hum, and
Canon Purcell, vicar of Fowey, beed
at
the
time
of
the
Omaha
corn
with the vines, thus packing the silage
NOTICE
to the effect that he had loved and lost most people have assumed that the loved by. every one in Cornwall, was
show in December to exhibitors of
down solidly.,
and was the enemy of all womankind. wind was entirely responsible for the sitting down to dinner one day when
small
grains
and.
grasses
living
in
ter

In order to avoid an excess of water
Whereas my wife Lydia Cluff Had Mr. Ashley chosen to explain to sound. So it is in many cases, but
a messenger arrive^ in breathless
ritory
tributary
to
the
Great
North

a cement cistern was built underneath
the
country
folks
he
would
have
told
haste and was shown into the dining
the ground and outside of the wall of ern road. A plan of this kind is not has left my bed and board I them that certain flowers and vege often the note is heard when not the room, where he blurted out:t
philanthropy,
but
just
good
business
slightest
movement
of
the
air
is
per

the silo, into which the excess water
hereby give notice to all per tables were fads of his and he was ceptible. A French investigator tells “Please, sir, Cap’n So-and-so is took
passed, and from this cistern the liquid policy, and might well be adopted by
there to grow them and commu us that the sound in this case is due something terrible and wants to know
the
officials
of
other
roads.
sons that I will not be respon out
was pumped out and distributed on
nicate results* to certain horticultural to the expansion and contraction of if you won’t come at once.”
the farm.
sible for any bills contracted and agricultural societies. In fact, he the wires from variations of tempera The good vicar, supposing that some
To build a concrete hollow block silo, Could some influence b(ut be brought
was the partner of a leading florist in ture. As the wires are not perfectly awful accident had happened and that
one must be willing to calculate on a to bear to Aause a partition of all ag by her.
the city, though his name and money uniform, they rub against the insula
ricultural
land
in
parcels
of
a
quarter
greater cost than the amount that it
were hidden under that of “Co.” No tors, making a slight noise, which is
section
or
more
into
forty
or
eighty
FRED
CLUFF.
would be necessary to invest in any
woman had ever broken his heart or amplified by the post acting as a
acre
tracts
and
the
working
of
these
'kind,of stave silo, but in the north
smashed his idols.
sounding board. Another investigator
ern climate especially the hollow block areas id as intensive a way as is carried
Miss Cline and Mr. Ashley had never is sure the sounds are due to electric
out
on
like
areas
in
the
irrigation
dis

silo is desirable because there is then
met. If she referred to him it was as waves, but he fails to explain how or
no danger of spoilage^ on account of tricts of the western states a transfor
a “poke.” He didffit refer to her at dinary telegraph wires should be able
mation
would
be
brought
about
in
crop
the freezing of the contents around the
all. As the girl reached his place on to servdas wave detectors and in what
yields
and
financial
returns
that
could
inside wall. .
this day her chin was in the air. Had way the electric waves are transform
hardly
be
estimated.
It
goes
without
Recently I had occasion to examine
she belonged to the other sex it would ed into sound waves. The other theosaying
that
the
western
irrigated
tract
the silage which was taken from the
have been said that she had a chip on ory seems more probable.
possesses
a
marvelous
and
unimpaired
center of the silo after it had been
her shoulder.
fertility,
while
in
many
instances
land
Some curious stories are told of this
filled fop1 six months, and the fodder
In the “poke’s” front yard grew a telegraph wire music. In Siberia the
in
older
sections
of
the
country
has
came out in perfect condition, so much
blue hollyhock, the result of one of bears think that it is the buzzing of
so that my Herefords eat up clean beefi run down, but notwithstanding
his experiments. Miss Susie opened bees and would tear down the pdles
every day their ration of forty pounds this handicap results that might be
the gate and walked in for a closer to look for honey if the contractors did
secured by a careful handling of this
and seem willing to eat more.
A careful record of the cost of a same old land would, to say the least, SEATTLE, WASH., JUNE 1st TO1 look. Seeing no one about, she walked not pile gréât stones about them to
to the rear of the house to look at the prevent this. In France, on the south
silo of this kind, twenty-four feet in be surprising. The material welfare
OCT. 16th, 1909.
vegetable garden. A feeling of defi side of the forest of Fontainebleau, the
diameter and thirty feet high, allowing of coming generations is going to de
pend
upon
this
more
than
upon
any
ance was mingled with her pouting. telegraph sounds are regarded as
for the cost of average labor at 20
<lqi
Round TriP Fare <toi o*I Any other day she would not have presaging^rain. This is because the
cents per hour and figuring the value other single factor.
<T71.7J From Portland
/*■•/<*
dared to open the gate. On this day south wind in this region brings rain
of a man and tpam at $3 per day, is
Bulletin-No. 82, recently issued from 1s Tickets good going June 15th, to she was ready to defy the old bach- and the forest shuts off the north
$550 complete, including roof and ce
the bureau of entomology of the de- !I September 29th, 1909.
elor.
wind. In some districts the noise is
“SHE DONE IT, SIR.”
ment cistern underneath.
“U-r-r-r-r! Bark, bark!”
popularly supposed to be due to the there was need of consolation, left his
While the initial cost is possibly 40 partment of agriculture, contains the •
Miss Susie looked to her left, to passage of messages, but it is hardly dinner and sped down to a house by
per cent more than the cost of a stave results of a series of experiments I Return Final Limit, October 31 st,
see a big watchdog coming for her necessary to say that there is no evi the water. _
silo, there is very little expense for which have recently been conducted I 1909.
through the sugar beets. Ten feet ■ dence to support this view.—Philadel
painting, and the repairs for a number with a view to finding effective meth- i
In the'living room sat the “Cap’n,”
ods of fighting the Colofado potato | For further particulars, time ta< away was a small tool house, with the phia Inquirer.
.
of years will be very light indeed.
erect, motionless, at his own tea table.
door swinging open. Scarcely con
beetle. The information presented is frles, eto, apply to
On his head reposed a mass of wet
primarily for the trutfk gardeners liv- I
scious of what she did, the girl made
Faults In Breeding.
Elopement Sanctioned.
tea leaves; down his cheeks coursed
two or three jumps, reached the shel
This is the way they marry in Buso- rivulets of brown liquid.
Breeders should not close their eyes ing in southeastern Virginia on either ’ ALFRED BONNEAU AGENT.
to the faults of their horses. On the side of Chesapeake bay. who annually ; City Square, Journal Bldg, Phone 31 ter and pulled the door to. Five sec ga, bn the right bank of the Nile, at
He pointed to his wife: “She done
onds later the dog was leaping against Bipan falls, The man goes to some It, sir. I said to myself, ‘Folks ’ll
contrary, they should study carefully raise about $6,000,000 ^Vorth of early
it and uttering growls to chill her dance, generally given in honor of never believe it of her unless I can
to learn in what respects they are potatoes. Of late serious loss has re- !
blood. She had just begun to beg and some departed Busogan, and, having say the vicar saw it too.* So I sent
faulty or in what qualities deficient suited from the attacks of the mature ’
plead with the dog to go away and let danced and feasted with his charmer, for you !”
and try to make such selections in potato beetles and the grubs or larvae. '
her get back to the highway when the happy pair elope and go to the
mating as will strengthen those quali Heretofofexthe vines have been dusted
she heard a voice saying:
ties or rectify the faults in the off in rather slipshod fashion with a mix- '
bridegroom’s home. This ends all cer-'
Rested on Abraham’s Bosom.
“Good dog, Dick! Hold him there! emony, except that the brother of the
spring, Many undesirable qualities ture of parts green and land' plaster, ;
One morning when Abraham Lincoln
IPs dollars to cents that you’ve got a bride visits them the next day and is was on his way from home to his of
can be eliminated or, subjugated in a which in many cases, in addition to ,
tramp for a prisoner!”
few generations by care. Never mate killing some of the bugs, has material- |
received by the brother or some other fice two girls ahead of him were skip
Miss Susie wanted to cry out that relative of the bridegroom, who. makes ping backward on the sidewalk, As
a mare that is weak in some quality ly injured the vines. As a result of 1
or faulty at some point with a stallion its experiments the department sug- |
5 Rooms, Pantry and Bath she was no tramp, but only a girl who him a present of a cow or whatever they neared and were within a few
had come out to pout; but she could else he can afford to give. This the feet of him one of them struck the
that is weak in the same quality or gests that the ■ poison, either in the I
form of paris green or arsenate of |
not get the words out. ,The chip fell girl’s brother keeps until he gets mar edge of a brick and fell backward, Befaulty at the same point.
Hot aud Cold Water
lead, be mixed with a bordeaux solu
from her shoulder and her teeth chat ried and pays it over to the brother of fore she reached the ground Mr. Lin
Lincoln Rams Sell High.
tion and applied with a power sprayer,
tered.
some other girl. Men already married coln had caught her in his arms, lift
At the recent sale of Henry Dud making possible the spraying of large
“Come out of that, you. tramp!” call carry away another wife in the same ing her tenderly to her. feet, he asked
ding’s Lincolns in England forty fields several times during the season-.
the man’s voice after hushing the way and with like etiquette and pay the girl her name. “Mary Tuft,” she
Apply at the ' ed
eight shearling rams averaged £86 17. While the bulletin referred to is is i wood floors.
dog.
ment, and sometimes a married wo answered, blushing. “Well, Mary,”
9d., or around $422. One ram, winner sued to help a particular group of |
“Oh, you won’t, eh? Well, we’ll see man is carried off, but this breach of said Mr. Lincoln, smiling, “when you
at the Royal, sold for 600 guineas, or growers, it might well be In the hands ■ OLD CORNER GROCERY ( about that. Watch him,- Dick!”
custom is generally condoned as “a reach home you can truthfully tell
about $3,000. Several others went at of all. who are raising potatoes on a 1
The place was provided with a wind mistake” and atoned for by the pay your mother you have rested on Abra
100 to 300 guineas.
mill and water tank and garden hose. ment of a cow.
commercial Scale.
ham's bosom.”
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There was a. small unglazed window
AN HONEST GAMBLER
six feet from the ground in the end
of the tool house. The'“puke” attached The Only One, Pat Sheedy Said, That
the hose, turned on the water and
He Ever Knew.
thrust the nozzle through the opening,
Pat Sheedy once told the story of the
Susie screamed wildly. If it was a only “honest” gambler he ever knew.
tramp in there he had a falsetto voice.
“It was up in Connecticut.” said he.
The hose was pulled away, the door “He was called Deacon B.odie. He
opened, and there—
had a gambling house, and he said that
Susie had sunk down in a heap—a any man who would cheat would steal.
limp, wet heap.
I was bis student. The deacon used
“Great Scott! But what is it?” he to see me practicing little villainies
exclaimed as he stood there holding with the cards, but he never said any
open the door.
thing. One day a man named Lije
“It’s—it’s me!” came faintly after a Pembroke came along. He had just
moment regardless of grammar,
sold his onion crop, and he had money.
“Why, Miss—Miss—but I didn’t know He offered to play me seven up for $2
ybu were in here! I thought it was a a game—a big stake in those days.
tramp or a cat. I shall never forgive Lije was the champion seven up playmyself. Why didn’t you call out? *A1- er in that part of the country. I had
1OW' me, please.”
no money to play with, so I asked
Perhaps a girl crouching down in a the deacon if he would “stake me.’
toolshed with her arms over her bead
“‘Do you think you can win?’ asks
is a more handsome object than a girl the deacon.
standing outside »after having had a
“I told him 1 thought I could.
dozen barrels of water swished oyer
‘“I will take a quarter interest in
her. The peach, basket hat—the linen the game,’ said the deacon, handing
dress—the chin that had been in the me some money. 1 started away, but
air—where had all the jauntiness dis he called me back.
appeared to? And in addition to all
“ ‘Can you cheat him, Pat? he asked
the other wetness, fears were rolling me.
down the girl’s cheeks over her hu
“I was insulted, but I told the dea
miliation.
con that 1 could cheat as well as the
“Sb sorry—so sorry,” the man kept next man if I had to.
repeating. “You—you are Miss Cline,
“‘Then I’ll take a half interest? said
I think? lam Mr. Ashley, I wouldn’t
the deacon.”—New York Journal.
have had it happen for thousands of
dollars!”
They Raised Pairs.
All of a ;sudden Misd Susie dashed
While a prominent clergyman was
the tears from her eyes and began to
laugh. Her pout was over with, and traveling through Louisiana some
her sunshiny nature had asserted it years ago he addressed inquiries to
self. And Mr. Ashley laughed. She his fellow passengers with a view of
was laughing over the situation, and obtaining knowledge regarding the or
he was laughing because she laughed. chards and fruit interests of the state.
“Do you raise pears in Louisiana?”
“I am a trespasser, and I have been
inquired
the clergyman.
served right,” said the girl. “Yes, 1
“We do,” responded the Louisianian,
am Miss feline. I know you will offer
to see me home, but I thank you. 1 “if we have threes or better.”
shall tell auntie that
fell into the
Both Were Winners.
creek. If you ever”—
A former United States senator was
“I never shall. If it were known
that 1 set my dog on a girl and then sitting in the Grand Pacific hotel in
fried to drown her, what would people Chicago one evening when he was ap
proached by an old time friend, who
say ?”
fell
"^
as engaged in a losing battle with
“And if I don’t tell auntie that I
John Barleycorn. The man took a
into the creek what’ll she say ?”
4/wan, wet, lone, limpsy Susie, try ctjair alongside the senator.
‘T have a tip on which I can make
ing her best to walk with dignity}
$4
on the open board of trade tomor
"went out of the gate and up the road
to tell Aunt Deborah how she was row if I can get $10 to put up,” he
stooping over to look at the fish and said. “I thought you would, let me
have the ten.”
>
tumbled into the, creek.
The
senator
canvassed
the
situation
That evening Mr. Wayne Ashley
paid a call on the aunt and niece and quickly in bis mind, Then he reached
formally, made himself known, The into his pocket and pulled out some
accident at the -creek was touched money.
“There you are,” he said to his
upon, but not pursued with. any fer
friend, handing him $4.
vor.
The man took the currency and then
Having found his way over to' his
neighbors, Mr, Ashley contracted the hesitated.
“This is only $4, senator,” he explain
habit of calling frequently, and one
day, when fail bad come and he was ed. “I need ten.”
“You said you expected to make only
ready to return to-the city, Miss Susie
$4, didn’t/you? Well, there it is. You
said to her relative:
“Mr. Ashley has asked the privilege have made $4, and I have made $6.”
And that closed the transaction.''
of corresponding with me.”

George E. Consens

NEIGHBORING
TOWNS
Items of Interest Gathered by Our
Several Correspondents

Wells Branch
Mrs. Harry Gowen and children left
Friday for a few days’ visit with rela
tives in Arlington, Mass., after which
they will return to their home at Hali
fax, N. C.
Miss Sadie Clark, who has been quite
sick with tonsilitis, expects to be able
to return to her duties as teacher in
Div. 6, next week.
Luther Weare of the Ogunquit is car
pentering for S. E. Littlefield.
Joseph Nason of Berwick is visiting
relatives here.
B. H.,Gowen, clerk in the Maine Cen
tral railroad office, Portland, is spend
ing a ten days’ vacation with his
mother, Mrs. S. W. Gowen.
The young Jersey, Sir Reginald of
Robinswood, recently shipped from Oak
Grove farm to Dr. A. W. Catlin, Put
nam, Conn., not only attracted much
attention, but won first money at Woodstock fair.
W. J. Goodwin is hauling lumber for
Roscoe Clark’s new house at West Ken
nebunk.
Miss Jennie Mildram is visiting her
niece, Mrs. George Larrabee, at Kenne
bunk.
H. T. Wells recently parch ased
horse in Boston.

Ogunquit
Mr. Harry Raines of Lowell, Mass.,
is erecting one of the largest and best
cottages on the Ogunquit river. James
White has the contract.
Dr. Warren and Arthur Maxwell were
in town last week disposing of the Max
well estate. Quite a few parcels were
sold. The house was purchased by
Mrs. Bourne of New Hampshire. Wal
ter Perkins purchased a wood lot.
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Hutchins are re
ceiving congratulations on the beauti
ful home which has just been built by
Mrs. Hutchin’s uncle from Canada. It
is most attractive and will be an addi
tion to the fine bouses in Ogunquit.
We are glad to note that Mr. Everett
Hooper will become a citizen of Ogun
quit and we will certainly give him the
warm hand. Everett has bought out
the J. B. Clark & Co.’s business and
will conduct same after November 1 .
Edward R. Hoyt and wife have left
for their winter home in St. Louis. Mr.
Hoyt has built and occupied this sea
son one of the most beautiful houses
along the shore, and has also erected
on the Hoyt estate four fine cottages
which have been rented to his St. Louis
friends. He has bought and leased the
beach opposite the site of Mr. C. W.
Tibbetts of Dover, N. H., so that at uo
time can any nuisance of buildings any
type occupy it, and it is this that makes
Ogunquit beautiful. Mr. Hoyt has en
deared himself to old and young, by his
most kind treatment and courtesy.
N. P. M. Jacobs of the Sparhawk has
been in town putting things in order
for the winter.
Arthur E. Littlefield has the contract
to paint the cottages on the Hoyt es
tate.
Mr. Nichols, president of New York
Art club, is still occupying his cottage.
John Kendrick Bangs can be seen
every day taking his long walk into the
country.
It is reported that Ogunquit will have
another boom this winter as four houses
are to be erected.
Cal Nowell will close his house early
in November and go to his Washington
home for the winter.
J. H Littlefield is making extensive
improvements on his' residence includ
ing new chimney and fire places.
Tryon, the famous artist, who has
spent the fall season here, has left for
his winter home in Northampton, Mass.
L. R. Williams, the popular landlord
of Colonial Inn, has received a call to
one of the large hotels in Chicago, as
chief steward.

J. B. Clark and J. H. Littlefield will
open the Jacobs store soon as an auc
tion room.
Red Men met recently to examine and
audit accounts and found everything
connected with the order in a flourish
ing condition.
Hannah Jacobs has returned from
her annual visit to York. She will re
main about two weeks then go to Bos
ton for the winter.
Charles H. Woodbury will remain in
Ogunquit all winter. Some of Mr
Woodbury’s most famous paintings
have been scenes about Qgunquit.
Frank Rollins, clerk at Cousens’, ex
pects to take his vacatioa soon.

We regret to hear that Eddie Perkins,
who went to Denver, Col., last winter,
has been taken down with typhoid
fever. All hope for his speedy re
covery.

Kennebunk Beach

f

RANGE AUTOCRATS.
Sheep Shearers Whose Earnings Av

Mrs, Gowen Moulton is visiting rela
erage $10 a Day.
tives in Berwick Branch.
? The sheep shearers who gather this
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Barney and twins country’s harvest of wool form an im
are visiting relatives in North Kenne portant though little known feature of
western life. Everybody knows about
bunkport.
the cowboy, and there is more or less
Arthur Littlefield is assisting Charles knowledge of the life and duties of the
Robbinson at carpenter work.
lonely sheep herder, but the sheep
Mrs. B. N. Huff and son Clement shearer has come on the scene so quiet
ly that few persons realize the impor
were in Biddeford recently.
tant role he is playing.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Littlefield at In order to get an idea of the im
tended the funeral of a relative at Wells portance of the sheep shearer’s work
Branch recently.
one must take a glance at the tre
Mrs. A. J. Moulton and daughter mendous growth of the* sheep indus
try in the big states of the west. Wy
Grace were in Biddeford recently.
oming has something over 4,600,000
sheep within Its borders. Montana,
which held the record until last year,
has 4,500,000 sheep. Then come Idaho,
Kennebunkport
with 2,500,000, and Oregon, with
2,000,000 sheep, and so on down the
W. A. Wilband and wife, who have list until the nation’s total reaches
been here during the summer, have re the astonishing number of 40,000,000
sheep, four-fifths of which are west
turned to their Sanford home.
of the Mississippi river.
The East Ends of Biddeford defeated
To harvest the wool from such an
Kennebunkport Saturday in a very fast enormous number.of backs is some
and exciting game of foot ball played thing that calls for expert shearers—
in this village. Both teams will meet men who can handle the big shears or
again Saturday at Prospect park, Bidde the machine clippers with a skill that
comes from long practice. The shear
ford.
ing must be done at the right time of
John B. Lunt has registered his ma year. If the wool is clipped too early
chine at the office of the secretary of the sheep suffers from cold. If the
state at Augusta. It is No. 4,626.
shearing comes too late the sheep suf
Tonight the Ladies’ Aid society of the fers from intense heat and in either
Methodist Episcopal church are holding case is bound to lose weight and value.
To meet the exacting conditions a class
a “plantation supper.”
of men have arisen peculiar to the
sheep shearing business. These shear
ers start work in southern California,
Utah, middle California, etc. Another
month finds them busy in the great
r ADMINISTERING MEDICINE.
sheep states of Wyoming, Montana,
How to Make Children Realize That Idaho and Oregon, where they find
steady employment until July, when
They Must Swallow It.
Giving medicine to children is one they go to the'ranges of Canada. In
of the most difficult problems that this way the shearers keep busy near
young mothers have to cope with, for ly all the year at high wages. In
some little ones have such a horror of fact, they are the most prosperous
a dose that they work themselves into class of w.age earners in the west, as
a condition of nervous illness before a good shearer will average about $10
the medicine gets into their stomachs, a day.
The champion shearer of the United
and so it frequently nauseates them,
thus making successive doses harder ■ States is C. M_. Marquis, whose record
of 320 sheep sheared in eight hours,
to give.
There is no question but that if a made at Two Dot. Mont., several years
child shows a disposition to rebel ago, has never been equaled. It takes
against swallowing medicine the men a man of iron constitution to be a suc
tal tussle must be gone through with cessful sheep shearer, as the work is
and settled first. That isothere is no very.exhaustive, owing to the fact that
use in trying to give the dose while the. shearer has to remain in a stoop
administering admonitions. The lit ing position during the entire opera
tle one’s stomach' must be quiet, and tion of removing a fleece. There is a
this cannot be if he is in tears or is great variation in the weight of fleeces
also, which has its effect on the shear
screaming.
So when the child refuses it is es er’s work. Some sheep, such as those
sential to put the medicine aside and off the best ranges in Oregon. Montana
to make him understand that the cure and Wyoming, will average an eight
must be taken. He must not for an pound fleece, full of natural oil. while
instant be permitted to think that he sheep from the more sterile alkaline
has gained bls point and need not ranges of New Mexico will not average
take it. To the contrary, he is given much over five pounds of wool.—San
to understand that he is obliged to and Francisco Chronicle.
that the sooner he is quiet the better.
Night Signals For Airships.
Precisely how this is to be accomplish
The Aero club of Berlin has been
ed depends upon individual tempera
ment and the way each parent handles giving its attention to the question of
the babe. Sometimes when the argu guiding lights for the use of aero
ment is prolonged a spanking may be nauts at night. .It suggests a combina
required. One small girl had three tion of letters in vivid colors, which
doses of this maternal discipline be will be clearly seen at a distance in
fore she became quiet and swallowed the dark and which will be placed at
her medicine. There was never any the top of elevated structures. The
trouble with her afterward, for she letters which indicate frontiers or the
had been made to accept the fact that neighborhood of the sea will be spe
medicine when it was brought her cially distinguished if the Aero club
was to be taken and to fuss only made has its way. Germany is to be divid
the condition worse. Coaxing works ed into ninety sections by ninety com
with some little ones; with others pun binations of letters, and France, it is
ishment is required. Each parent proposed, should adopt a special sign
for each department. The project has
must decide this for herself.
During the time that this matter of been submitted to all of the principal
will contest is in progress the medi aeronautical societies in France. Bel
cine is not administered. When the gium, Holland. Austria-Hungary, Italy,
child has been conquered he must be Spain, England and America for con
given a few minutes to quiet sobs-or sideration.
(temper, and then the dose must be
Whitewash.
given.
Liberal use of plain old fashioned
If the sick child thinks he cannot
swallow medicine, no matter how whitewash is urged in a bulletin is
much he may want to, he must be sued by the Chicago sanitary bureau.
broken of this idea. He is apt to Inspectors of workshops and tene
change his idea rather quickly, too, ments are ordered to insist upon the
if he finds that each time he ejects use of “lime wash” in dark basements
the medicine a fresh dose is given. and workshops. In addition to adding
It takes a clever child only a few materially to the light of premises, it
moments to realize that he is simply is declared an important aid in fight
ing tuberculosis. “When made of only
prolonging the agony.
The notion some have that they can seventy grains of lime and five grains
not swallow pills is likely to be im of salt to a gallon of water it has
agination, which it is not always well a proved power,” the bulletin says, “of
to give in to. If there is a reason for killing germs on dry surfaces. When
paying heed to it an easy way of ob used on such surfaces it possesses
viating it is to give liquid instead, both a chemical and mechanical ac
for there are few prescriptions that tion, killing germs and bacteria by the
cannot be administered in this form. first and sealing them in by the other.”
The old way of giving pills In jelly
Gamblers Robbed by a Trick.
does not commend itself to present
About twenty persons were gam
ideas. The sweet, combined with
medicine, is apt to upset the stomach, bling in a Budapest coffee house when
the place was surrounded by eleven
causing nausea.
To deceive a child about medicine men, who entered the room with load
and tell him it is good is a great mis ed revolvers, The leader shouted:
take. This may work once, but he “No one move! Hands up!” And he
will be suspicious ever after. He then informed-the coffee house keeper
should be made to understand that that they were detectives and that all
medicine is not a joke, but that it is the money in the room would be con
less disagreeable than to be ill, and fiscated. Two of the band then went
that whether he wishes it or not he around, took the names of the play
ers and relieved them of the money in
must take it.
their pocketbooks as well as that on
How to Restore Withered Vegetables. the table. Subsequently it turned out
For the housewife who must prac that the police knew nothing of the
tice strict economy, as well as for her matter.—London Standard.
who lives at a distance from the mar
Plan to Divide Alaska.
ket, it is well to know that cabbage,
Mass meetings held at Fairbanks,
celery, lettuce and their like which
have lost the first freshness may be Juneau and other points in Alaska
restored by putting first into warm have passed resolutions asking con
water, just comfortably warm to the gress to divide Alaska into three dis
hand, and, after fifteen or twenty min tinct territories, with three territorial
utes, taking but and covering with seats of government, to be located at
fresh cold water for thirty or more Juneau, Fairbanks and Nome. They
minutes. You will be surprised to contend that the extent of Alaska is so
note that it will have the original tremendous and distances so great that
snappy crispness so much desired. it would be next to impossible to main
Often the grocer will sell “second tain a government that would give sat
day” celery and lettuce at half price. isfaction to the people, and the needs
The above method will absolutely of the three sections are so different
freshen same and may make quite a as to necessitate different legislation.—
Spokane Sportsman-Review.
saving of “bills” during a season.
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Our Anniversary' Sale begins Wednesday
Oct. 27th, and will be the biggest event of
the kind ever known in York County.
We mention a few of the bargains
36 inch Bleached Cloth 8c quality, 5 1-2
12-4 Heavy Twill Cotton Blankets,
wool finish, $2.00 quality,
$1*25

One Case, Bleached Twill Outing
Flannel, 10 cent quality, at

7c

EVERETT Tl. STAPLES
146 JWEain Street, Biddeford.

The Best Baker.

Every Housewife ought
to know just what a

Herald Range
will do. We’ll be glad to show
you if you’ll come in our store.

A. M. Wells Kennebunkport Me.
PROHIBITIVE PRICES DESIRED
When you’ve done what you could to be
proper,
No matter what fad came along,
And, though scared, never once called
out, “Stop ’er!"
When the bicycle seemed to go wrong;
When roller skates brought consternation
And motorcars made your flesh creep,
Along comes the weird information
That flying machines will be cheap!
Must we leave Mother Earth far behind
us
And join an ethereal crowd
Where some wandering comet may blind
us
Or we’ll skid on a vaporous cloud?
Oh, say It was only a Action
Or the dream of a comfortless sleep!
Pray, spare us the fearful prediction
That flying machines will be cheap!
—Washington Star.

NEV/

GETTING IDEA.

Mucccrsc
1 Newspaper Sent Out
a Train For the Patrons.

Just to show 1’1? merchants of Mus
cogee. Okla., v. bat can be done in the
way of trade goti ing a Muscogee after
noon paper advertised a trade excur
sion of its own, but instead of sending
the business men out among the people
it went out and brought the people
right into the.Muscogee stores.
The new line of the Missouri, Okla
homa and Gulf road, opened to Calvin,
was selected for the experiment. A
special train was sent out, and every
one who wished to come to Muscogee
was given a free ticket by the news
paper. The result was that 500 (by
actual count) persons came into Mus
cogee on that one train. When they
were ready to return a special train
took them free of charge. It is esti
mated that the crowd spent at least
$4,000 during the day, and a new sys
tem of trade getting has been inau
gurated in Muscogee.
The Optimist’s Gospel.
> Keep on with a will
Up Prosperity hill.
The secret of winning is never stand still.
Step lively and when
You are weary, why, then
Is the very best time to go at it again.

The man or the town
That would annex renown
Must buck the line heavy and never lie
down.
If trade’s on the blink,
Mix it up a stiff drink
Of the old approved remedy, good print
er's ink.
Let the world know your name
By repeating the same.
The dope is publicity. Get in the game.
You will never be known
If your fame is not blown
Through a newspaper rolled like a big
megaphone.

Washee—Melican man’s cigalette no
good!
Accommodating.

An American was showing some
artist friends from Mhnich the sights
of New York. As they stood in front
of the Shakespeare statue in Central
park discussion arose whether the
figure' was resting upon its right or
its left leg.
“Er steht auf dem rechten bein.”
“Nein,” retorted another, “er sten
auf dem linken bein.”
“Auf dem rechten,” argued several.
“Auf dem linken,” retorted the other
faction.
An American gentleman, overhear
ing the dispute, came over and politely
tipped his hat. “Excuse me, gentle
men,” he said, “but this isn’t Lincoln.
This is Shakespeare.”—St. Louis Post
Dispatch.
Conscience.

“On what grounds do you desire to
Withdraw the plea of ‘not guilty?’”
“On the simple ground that we are
guilty. However, we must call the at
tention of your honor to the regretta
ble fact that the statute of limitations
lets us out. Too bad we were not
asked about this matter earlier.”—Phil
adelphia Ledger.

The fellows who boost
Are the ones introduced
To the people who perch on the top of
the roost.
For men who can boom
There is plenty of room
Higher up, but no space for purveyors of
gloom.
We receive what we earn.
Help each public concern
That is worthy and it will assist you in
turn,
For the great law holds true:
What you give comes to you;
In your own coin you’re paid when your
wages fall due.
Help your town to progress
And so share its success.
The way to a blessing is others to bless.
Be a booster and shine
At the head of the line.
Tt> uplift and improve is the mandate
divine.
J. A. EDGERTON.

How to Banish Dandruff.

A young man who was much trou
bled by dandruff tried many remedies
before he was advised by an old doctor
to use a cure much favored by physi
cians of several generations ago—a
paste made of vaseline and precipitat
ed sulphur. The ointment is made by
blending a dram of the sulphur with
two tablespoonfuls of vaseline. Divide
the' hair into strands and rub well
into the roots, not getting into the
long hair. The ointment should be left
on several days and repeated when
necessary. This treatment is equally
good for a scalp that has grown dry or
filled with an ugly, scaly scurf.

UNCLE SAM’S NEW MELON.
Delicacy From Roumanla Which Will
Be Grown Here.

The department of agriculture is al
ways alert for something new, and the
diplomatic and consular officers of thg
United States have special orders to be
on the lookout for new fruits and
vegetables.
So well have these orders been car
ried out that many new and strange
fruits and vegetables have found their
way to the tables of the American
housekeeper.
One of the latest and best things in
this line has been the introduction into
the United States of the Roumanian
watermelon. This was the result of a
deal consummated by the late minister
to Roumanla, Horace G. Knowles.
When Mr. Knowles found this melon
growing among the foothills of Carpathia he realized that it would be
just the thing to serve individually in
America, and instead of hotels serv
ing huge slices of watermelon it would
be possible to serve a whole uncut
watermelon of the Roumanian variety,
equal in every way to the best Georgia
'melon.
The new melon has a thin skin, and
the meat, which is less fibrous than
the American melon, is both yellow
and red in color. The flavor is deli
cate and delicious, but the chief char
acteristic of the fruit is its size, which
is about that »of a good sized grape
fruit or shaddock.
After a thorough test by the argicultural department, which found that
the Roumanian melon could be success
fully grown wherever our own melons
would grow, and having been assured
of its royal reception by the American
public, Mr. Knowles was anxious to
repay the gift. He had noticed that
corn in Roumanla was one of the chief
articles of agriculture, but that sweet
corn was unknown. Accordingly he
obtained a quantity of seed, hired sev
eral plots of ground and instructed the
Roumanians in its culture.
The result was so successful and the
corn so thoroughly enjoyed that the
king called Mr. Knowles to a private
audience and thanked him for making
It possible for the Roumanian people
to gain this delicacy.
This melon has received such a wel
come and so great has been the de
mand for it that two large hotels in
New York and Philadelphia have
agreed to take all that can be grown
in the United States during the next
year, and it is their intention^ to fea
ture them on their menus.
The Poet’s Retort.

Joaquin .Millei’ was once overtaswi»
by a countryman, who gave him a
long ride. Tired at length of conver
sation, the poet took a novel from his
pocket.
“What are you reading?” said the
countryman.
“A novel of Bret Harte’s,” said Mr.
Miller.
“Well, now, I don’t see how an im
mortal being wants to be wasting his
time with such stuff.”
“Are you quite sure,” said the poet,
“that I am an immortal being?”
“Of course you are.”
“If that is the case,” responded Mi
ler, “I don’t see why I need be so yereconomical of my time.”

